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Work-Family Challenges for Low-Income Parents and Their Children
Oct 10 2020 The area of work and
family is a hot topic in the social sciences and appeals to scholars in a wide range of disciplines. There
are few edited volumes in this area, however, and this may be the only one that focuses on low-income
families--a particularly important group in this era of welfare-to-work policy. Interdisciplinary in nature,
the volume brings together contributors from the fields of psychology, social work, sociology,
demography, economics, human development and family studies, and public policy. It presents important
work-family topics from the point of view of low-income families at a time in history when welfare to work
programs have become standard. Divided into four parts, each section addresses a different aspect of the
topic, consisting of a big picture lead essay which is followed by three papers that critique, extend, and
supplement the final paper. Many of the chapters address important social policy issues, giving the
volume an applied focus which will make it of interest to many groups. Serving to organize the volume,
these issues and others have been encapsulated into four sets of anchor questions: *How has the
availability, content, and stability of the jobs available for the working poor changed in recent decades?
How do work circumstances for low-income families vary as a function of gender, family structure, race,
ethnicity, and geography? What implications do these changes have for the widening inequality between
the haves and have-nots? *What features of work timing matter for families? What do we know about the
impacts of shift work, long hours, seasonal work, and temporary work on employees, their family
relationships, and their children's development? *How are the child care needs of low-income families
being met? What challenges do these families face with regard to child care, and how can child-care
services be strengthened to support parents and to enhance child development? *How are the challenges
of managing work and family experienced by low-income men and women? The primary audience for the
book is academicians and their students, policy specialists, and people charged with developing and
evaluating family-focused programs. The volume will be appropriate for classroom use in upper-level
undergraduate courses and graduate courses in the fields of family sociology, demography, human
development and family studies, women's studies, labor studies, and social work.
You Make Your Parents Super Happy!
Jan 13 2021 Hey! I think you should know that there is nothing
your parents are more proud of... than YOU!' This simple graphic story helps children whose parents are
separating to feel better. The book says why some parents have to live in different places, reminds the
child how special they are to both parents, and reassures them that both parents will keep looking after
them, and love them just as before. Getting to the heart of what children need to hear in what can be a
confusing time, the story lets your child know that they are loved and safe, and that this will not change.
Ideal for children aged 3-7.
Divorced But Still My Parents
Jul 19 2021 Explains in terms that young people can understand the

concepts of divorce and family, and offers suggestions and activities for coping with feelings of anger,
blame, shame, and loneliness.
Working with Parents in Early Years Settings
Nov 30 2019 This book is written for all students of the
Early Years. It begins by examining the role of a parent in a child's life and the importance of good
working relationships between parents and Early Years practitioners. It goes on to discuss the
preconceptions and assumptions that we all have about families and parents and considers the practical
implications of working with parents in a respectful and trusting partnership. It explores both
interpersonal and communication skills and the formal and informal ways of involving parents in the early
years experience of their children. About the Early Years series This series has been designed to support
students of degrees and foundation degrees in Early Years, Early Childhood and related disciplines. Each
text takes a focused look at a specific topic and approaches it in an accessible and user-friendly way.
Learning features help readers engage with the text and understand the subject from a number of
different viewpoints. Tasks pose questions to prompt thought and discussion and further reading
suggestions, including useful websites, are included to help students access extended learning in each
topic. Other titles in the series are Early Childhood Studies, Becoming a Practitioner in the Early Years,
Child Observation for the Early Years and Exploring Play for Early Childhood Studies. Ute Ward has been
involved in the Early Years sector for more than 20 years in a range of different roles and contexts. In
October 2011 Ute became Senior Lecturer in Early Years at the University of Hertfordshire where she
teaches on Foundation Degrees and on undergraduate and postgraduate courses.
How to be a Parent
Nov 03 2022 This is a parenting book for people who don't buy parenting books With
straight-talking advice from renowned Psychotherapist Philippa Perry, How to be a Parent is the definitive
guide for any parent looking to navigate their past, avoid repeating mistakes, and ensure they don't land
their own kids in therapy. Through the combination of case studies, and therapeutic insight gained from
over 20 years of working directly with clients, Perry tackles the wider issues of what it actually means to
be a parent, rather than getting bogged down in the little details. This isn't a book about meeting
developmental milestones, training your child to have enviable manners, or how to get the much idealised
'perfect' family, it's about creating functional relationships with your children so that they grow up feeling
secure, knowing who they are and what they want - giving both them and you a shot at real happiness.
Full of refreshing, sage and sane advice on the bigger picture of parenthood, How to be a Parent is the
only book you'll ever really need to ensure you don't mess your kids up.
SAY WHAT YOU SEE for Parents and Teachers
Sep 28 2019 "'Say What You See' is a little how-to guide
designed to open your eyes to what actually works with children. With real-life tips, practical examples,
and playful illustrations, it shows you how to: always know the right thing to say; set boundaries like
walls; replace 'no' with CAN DOs; grant wishes in fantasy; use acknowledgment instead of praise; and
point out STRENGTHs to change behaviors."--P. [4] of cover.
When Parents Have Problems
Feb 11 2021 Numerous books have been written for adults who grew up
coping with troubled and difficult parents. Often the adults who read these books say, I wish someone
had told me that when I was a kid; it might have helped me so much. Unfortunately, not much has been
written for the kids who are coping in the present with difficult or troubled parents. This book is written
out of the belief that intelligent kids can use sound ideas to improve their lives, either on their own or with
the help of healthy adults. It will offer help in sorting out whether a difficult situation may be a result of a
parent’s problems. In this new third edition, changes have been made throughout in order to update and
refine the author’s ideas. Two new chapters have been added, as well. The first new chapter addresses
parents who tell lies. Dishonest parents are motivated in several different ways, but all dishonest parents
pose special problems for their children. The second chapter discusses the idea that all parents have
problems some of the time. In this chapter, the author helps young people look at the challenges posed
by recognizing that all parents, even excellent ones, have shortcomings, and it differentiates between the
ordinary shortcomings that all parents have and more serious problems in parenting. This book is an
excellent resource for therapists, school counselors, group leaders, and others who work with children
and teenagers and who want reading materials to recommend to them.
Meet the Parents
May 29 2022 Although it sometimes seems that parents are just there to boss their
children around, they are also good for many other things, from mending toys, kneecaps, and clothing to
telling bedtime stories.
We Are Family Jan 01 2020 Our understanding of what makes a family has undergone a revolution in the
last few decades, from same-sex parenthood to surrogacy, donor conception, and IVF. But what has the

impact been on children? In We Are Family, Professor Susan Golombok visits lesbian mothers, gay
fathers, single parents, donor conception parents, co-parents, trans parents, surrogates, and donors,
and, more importantly, their children, to find out if they are as well-adjusted, happy, and emotionally
stable as children from traditional nuclear families. And she discovers that the answer is yes — and
sometimes even more so. Susan’s work at the Centre for Family Research at Cambridge proves that any
family set-up can provide a loving, secure home for a child — although, the children from these families
will often face prejudiced attitudes from others. Since the 1970s, when she was first drawn to this area of
research after reading about lesbian mothers whose children were being removed from their care, Susan
has worked tirelessly to challenge outdated attitudes and prevent families being split up for no good
reason. This book tells the stories of those families — their struggles and their triumphs — while
celebrating love and family in all its wonderful variations.
The Effect of Children on Parents, Second Edition
Oct 22 2021 Recognize the hidden costs and rewards
of childrearing! The Effect of Children on Parents, Second Edition, thoughtfully explores the interactions
by which parents and children change, develop, and sometimes affect each other negatively. Everyone
knows that parents influence their children, but few people consider the ways in which children affect
their parents. The love, satisfaction, and fulfillment children offer can change parents’lives. So can the
stress, worry, and financial drain. The Effect of Children on Parents, Second Edition, honestly confronts
these long-neglected issues of family dynamics. Taking a unique interdisciplinary approach, this book
describes in great detail, with jargon-free language the various aspects of children's effects on their
parents. This second edition contains an abundance of fresh information, including nine entirely new
chapters that deal with such complex topics as the effects on parents of children with emotional,
behavioral, and delinquency problems. The Effect of Children on Parents, Second Edition, asks and
answers essential questions on the parent-child dynamic, including: what role does genetic inheritance
play in children's responses to their parents? how do peers influence children and through them, their
parents? what happens to parents when children are difficult or have emotional problems? what special
considerations apply to minority or adoptive parents? how do adult childrem affect their aging parents?
how does society support or undermine parents? what roadblocks prevent parents from being as
effective as they would like to be? The Effect of Children on Parents, Second Edition, takes a brave look
at this often ignored area of family dynamics, giving a richer, more complex, and ultimately more healing
view of how humans interact in families. Professors, students, and experts in the fields of child
development, family studies, and sociology of childhood and family will find this book a sophisticated
tool in their desire to better understand and help families and children.
Dear Parents Jun 25 2019 Written by Gabbie Stroud, author of the national bestseller Teacher, Dear
Parents is a passionate call to arms for all parents to understand their role as their children's lifelong
teachers, showing how they can help their kids' educators and schools achieve the best outcomes for the
next generation. So many Australian parents are buying the government line about standardised testing
of students through programs like NAPLAN and My School, which make them think they are getting
results because of rankings and comparisons. But they don't seem to realise that these new forms of
assessment are actually negatively affecting our kids' ability to gain the crucial life skills and appreciation
for learning that have been, and should be, the main aim of teaching. In Dear Parents, a funny, heartfelt
and impassioned series of letters to the mothers, fathers and caregivers of Australia, Gabbie Stroud
makes a plea to all parents to understand the fundamental changes to the way their children are being
taught, and the results of this process on the development of future generations. She wants parents to
recognise their responsibility as their children's primary educators and to appreciate the lifelong benefits
that committed and dedicated school teachers can bring to their kids. 'A moving and inspiring journey
through teaching and learning and all they can be. If you have a young person in your life, or know
somebody who does, please read this book.' - Morris Gleitzman, Australian Children's Laureate 'Gabbie
Stroud's Dear Parents is a crucial bridge between two important pillars in education - parents and
teachers - but most importantly, it holds at its passionate heart the best interests of children. If you want
to understand the way your children are being educated in these challenging times, and whether the
system is fit for purpose, you must read this funny, informative, and eye-opening book.' - Lucy Clark,
author of the critically acclaimed Beautiful Failures
Parents, Poverty and the State
Aug 27 2019 Naomi Eisenstadt and Carey Oppenheim explore the radical
changes in public attitudes and public policy concerning parents and parenting. Drawing on research and
their extensive experience of working at senior levels of government, the authors challenge expectations

about what parenting policy on its own can deliver. They argue convincingly that a more joined-up
approach is needed to improve outcomes for children: both reducing child poverty and improving
parental capacity by providing better support systems. This is vital reading for policy makers at central
and local government level as well as those campaigning for the rights of children.
Children's needs - parenting capacity
Apr 15 2021 This second edition of "Children's needs - parenting
capacity" updates the original exploration of the research literature in the light of legal and policy
changes in England and findings from more recent national and international research. The edition has
also been expanded to cover parental learning disabilities and how it may impact on parenting and
children's health and development. The findings show that these parenting issues affect children
differently depending on their age and individual circumstances. While some children grow up apparently
unscathed, others exhibit emotional and behavioural disorders. This knowledge can inform practitioners
undertaking assessments of the needs of children and their families and effective service responses. This
publication is essential reading for practitioners, managers and policy makers concerned with improving
the outcomes for children and families who are experiencing such problems.
The Real Purpose of Parenting
Mar 03 2020 "Dr Philip Dembo presents in his new book, THE PARENT
COACH, a model of parenting that finally addresses our nations ongoing crisis...We are raising children
with little or no character or conscience. The generations of young people have little work ethic, little
worry about how their actions affect others, and seem to want it all with little sacrifice. The book looks at
the current parenting strategies as a contributor to the underdevelopment of children today. Parents, in
all their effort to gain compliance from their children, are actually interfering with their development. What
do we do now? How do we undo what we have been doing? THE PARENT COACH gives us a model that
links the development of a child's ""true voice"" with his/her actual experience to the strategies of
parents and their important role in ""coaching"" their child's journey through their own growth. "
Parents And The Dynamics Of Child Rearing
Jan 31 2020 Research into parent-child relationships is a
diverse field of inquiry, attracting investigators from a variety of disciplines and subdisciplines. This book
integrates and synthesizes the literature by focusing on issues concerning the parent. The text is
organized around four key questions: What determines parental behavior? What are the effects of
parenting on children? What makes some parents more effective than others? Why do some parents
maltreat their children?George Holden adopts a dynamic rather than a static perspective on parenting.
This dynamic approach reflects parents' capacity to modify their behavior as they respond to changes in
their children and in their own lives. Throughout the text, historical antecedents as well as
methodological and theoretical issues are highlighted. Although the book is designed for advanced
courses focusing on the parent-child relationship, it also provides a good overview for those interested in
current research concerning parenting.
The Science of ADHD Jul 07 2020 The Science of ADHD addresses the scientific status of AttentionDeficit Hyperactivity Disorder in an informed and accessible way, without recourse to emotional or biased
viewpoints. The author utilises the very latest studies to present a reasoned account of ADHD and its
treatment. Provides an up-to-date account of the neuroscience of ADHD, and the limitations of such
research Addresses the scientific status of ADHD from an objective and evidence-based standpoint
without recourse to emotional and uninformed argument Describes and discusses the ever increasing
scientific evidence As a parent of a child with ADHD, the author has first-hand experience of the subject
matter, and a unique understanding of the information parents require on the subject
Toxic Parents Mar 27 2022 Now in trade paperback, this bestseller reveals the complex legacy of
inadequate, controlling, or abusive parents, and how adult children can get free of these destructive
relationship patterns.
What to Say to Kids When Nothing Seems to Work
Sep 08 2020 What to Say to Kids When Nothing Seems
to Work offers parents an effective, step-by-step guide to some of the most common struggles for kids
aged 5–12. Written by mental health professionals with over 30 years’ experience listening to kids’
thoughts and feelings, this book provides a framework to explore new ways of responding to your child
that will help them calm down faster and boost their resilience to stress. With a dose of humor and plenty
of real-life examples, the authors will guide you to "build a bridge" into your child’s world to make sense
of their emotions and behavior. Sample scenarios and scripts are provided for you to customize based on
your caregiving style and your child’s personality. These are then followed by concrete support
strategies to help you manage current and future situations in a way that leaves everyone feeling better.
Chapters are organized by common kid-related issues so you can quickly find what’s relevant to you.

Suitable for parents, grandparents, and other caregivers of children and pre-teens, as well as
professionals working closely with families, What to Say to Kids When Nothing Seems to Work is an
accessible resource for efficiently navigating the twists, turns, and sometimes total chaos of life with
kids.
How to Talk So Little Kids Will Listen
Jul 27 2019 "New stories & strategies based on ... 'How to talk so
kids will listen & listen so kids will talk'"--Cover.
The Incredible Years Training Series
Apr 27 2022
Help Your Kids with Music, Ages 10-16 (Grades 1-5)
Nov 10 2020 Are your kids struggling with music
theory? Do you wish you could help them learn how to read music? Help Your Kids With Music is what
every frustrated parent needs. This invaluable guide covers all the core subjects needed to pass up to
grade 5 music exams around the world, including melody, rhythm, chords and harmony, intervals, scales,
and keys, styles and genres, and the instruments of the orchestra. Its unique visual approach, which uses
simple, colorful illustrations and diagrams alongside a wide range of musical examples, allows parents
and children to work together to understand even the trickiest concepts of music theory. Feature boxes
on composers and musicians across a variety of styles and genres help children and parents learn and
discover more about music, while guides to writing your own melody and harmonizing a song melody
encourage budding composers to have a go at writing their own music. This book is also packed with
musical examples, which you can listen to on the accompanying audio app. Perfect for exam preparation,
homework help, or learning to read music as part of learning an instrument, Help Your Kids With Music is
a clear, accessible guide that will help parents and children understand even complex music theory and
put it into practice with confidence. Series Overview: DK's bestselling Help Your Kids With series
contains crystal-clear visual breakdowns of important subjects. Simple graphics and jargon-free text are
key to making this series a user-friendly resource for frustrated parents who want to help their children
get the most out of school.
Parents and Children
Jan 25 2022 This volume brings together some of the best journal articles of the
last twenty years which deal with various aspects of the relationship between parents and children.
Adopting an inter-disciplinary and comparative approach, the book reproduces articles from a variety of
journals in law and the social sciences. The book is divided into eight parts dealing, respectively, with
becoming a parent; the status and obligations of parenthood; issues of upbringing; adolescence; child
support; parental separation, divorce and children; child abuse and state intervention; social parenthood
and adoption. The volume includes a substantial introduction by the editor.
How to Raise Happy and Successful Children
Feb 23 2022 ________________________________ 'Esther
Wojcicki is leading a revolution . . . [She] shows us how to be our best so our children can be their best.'
ARIANNA HUFFINGTON 'A brilliant book. It should be on the bookshelf of every parent.' FROST
MAGAZINE Being a parent is complicated - but the trick to succeed is simpler than you think Known as
the Godmother of Silicon Valley, Esther Wojcicki's three daughters are all hugely successful in both their
professional and personal lives. What's her parenting secret? As we face an epidemic of parental and
childhood anxiety, Woj has the advice every parent wants to hear: climb out of that helicopter and relax.
Her tried and tested TRICK approach will help you: · Let your child discover their own passions · Move on
from past parenting mistakes · Build rock-solid foundations for a lifelong relationship · Be brave enough
to give your child freedom · Work with your children, not against them · Set healthy relationships with
technology Your children are the future. If you change your parenting, you can change the world.
Gifted Children Jun 17 2021 Gifted Children is a lively and informative exploration of the mystery of the
gifted mind and the social and emotional needs of gifted children and their families. The authors give an
insight into what is 'normal' for gifted children, acknowledge the difficulties they experience, and offer
pointers for parents on how to support them.
Parents and the Automobile
Aug 08 2020
On Reading Books to Children
Sep 01 2022 On Reading Books to Children: Parents and Teachers brings
together in one volume current research on adult book reading to children. The authors, drawn from
around the world, are key researchers and eminent scholars from the fields of reading and literacy, child
language, speech pathology, and psychology, representing multiple perspectives within these
disciplines. Chapters on the effects and limitations of book sharing are integrated with chapters
discussing promising programs on storybook research. The reality of reading to children is more
complex than it appears on the surface. The authors discuss some effects of and suggestions for reading
to children that have emerged from the research. The ideas set forth in this volume will stimulate new

lines of research on the effects of storybook reading, as well as refinements of current methods, yielding
findings that enrich our understanding of this important arena of literacy development.
Same-Sex Parenting and the Best Interests Principle
May 05 2020 Uses the concept of the best interests
of the child to advocate for legal recognition of LGBT+ parenting.
There's No Such Thing As 'Naughty'
Dec 12 2020 THE #1 SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER 'This book has
changed my life' Joe Wicks 'As a parenting support book this is in a class of its own . . . It is perhaps the
most helpful book for parents of children of any age' Professor Peter Fonagy, CEO Anna Freud National
Centre for Children & Families 'This is a book that will change lives' Dr Suzanne Zeedyk, Infant
Psychologist 'This book is absolutely brilliant! I love that it is about parenting a healthy brain' Dr Guddi
Singh, Paediatrician and Health Campaigner Want to know the secret to tackling tantrums and tears,
stopping squabbles in seconds AND lay the foundations for your child's good mental health in the
process? In There's No Such Thing As 'Naughty', mum to two young children, journalist and children's
mental health advocate Kate Silverton shares her groundbreaking new approach to parenting under-fives
that helps to make family life so much easier and and certainly a lot more fun! Kate's unique strategies,
easy-to-follow scripts and simple techniques will enable you to manage those tricky everyday challenges
with ease - and help you to enjoy the strongest bond possible with your child, both now and in the years
ahead. Endorsed by leading figures in the field of children's mental health, at the heart of the book is a
simple and revelatory way to understand how your child's brain develops and how it influences their
behaviour. Rooted in the latest science - explained really simply - this engaging, accessible and warm
parenting guide will redefine how you see and raise your children, with a new understanding that for
under-fives, there can be no such thing as 'naughty'.
This is a Book for Parents of Gay Kids
Jul 31 2022 Written in an accessible Q&A format, here, finally, is
the go-to resource for parents hoping to understand and communicate with their gay child. Through their
LGBTQ-oriented site, the authors are uniquely experienced to answer parents' many questions and share
insight and guidance on both emotional and practical topics. Filled with real-life experiences from gay
kids and parents, this is the book gay kids want their parents to read.
Childhood in Question
Dec 24 2021 Childhood in Question explores the historical development, from the
1600s to the 1960s, of childhood experience. Drawing on artifacts as diverse as state papers, legal
records, diaries, letters and oral sources, the authors probe a series of key issues: the definition of "the
child" and the formation of identity; the emotional world of childhood; the changing attitudes of the state
to family intimacy and parent-child relations; the sexuality of children; children and authority; and
children and crime.
Parenting Matters
Oct 02 2022 Decades of research have demonstrated that the parent-child dyad and the
environment of the familyâ€"which includes all primary caregiversâ€"are at the foundation of children's
well- being and healthy development. From birth, children are learning and rely on parents and the other
caregivers in their lives to protect and care for them. The impact of parents may never be greater than
during the earliest years of life, when a child's brain is rapidly developing and when nearly all of her or his
experiences are created and shaped by parents and the family environment. Parents help children build
and refine their knowledge and skills, charting a trajectory for their health and well-being during
childhood and beyond. The experience of parenting also impacts parents themselves. For instance,
parenting can enrich and give focus to parents' lives; generate stress or calm; and create any number of
emotions, including feelings of happiness, sadness, fulfillment, and anger. Parenting of young children
today takes place in the context of significant ongoing developments. These include: a rapidly growing
body of science on early childhood, increases in funding for programs and services for families,
changing demographics of the U.S. population, and greater diversity of family structure. Additionally,
parenting is increasingly being shaped by technology and increased access to information about
parenting. Parenting Matters identifies parenting knowledge, attitudes, and practices associated with
positive developmental outcomes in children ages 0-8; universal/preventive and targeted strategies used
in a variety of settings that have been effective with parents of young children and that support the
identified knowledge, attitudes, and practices; and barriers to and facilitators for parents' use of practices
that lead to healthy child outcomes as well as their participation in effective programs and services. This
report makes recommendations directed at an array of stakeholders, for promoting the wide-scale
adoption of effective programs and services for parents and on areas that warrant further research to
inform policy and practice. It is meant to serve as a roadmap for the future of parenting policy, research,
and practice in the United States.

Getting Parents on Board
Aug 20 2021 Learn how to work more effectively with K–5 parents to increase
student achievement in math and literacy. Research shows that parent involvement in schools leads to
higher test scores and more engaged and enthusiastic students, but it isn’t always easy for teachers to
bridge the gap between the home and the school. This insightful book provides helpful, research-based
strategies to foster meaningful home–school partnerships and overcome the challenges teachers often
face when trying to build relationships with parents. You’ll learn new ways to: Promote parent
involvement at home and school; Share specific math and literacy strategies with parents to reinforce
children’s learning; Plan and organize effective parent conferences that foster true dialogue about a
child’s education; Communicate with parents about what you’re teaching and how you’re teaching it, so
they can actively contribute to their child’s learning at home; Develop family nights and workshops to get
parents involved in learning at school; Recommend games, activities, and projects that parents can use
at home to help their children practice math and literacy skills; And much more! Each chapter is full of
practical tools such as Common Core-aligned strategies, useful resources for parents, and sample parent
letters that you can use to increase and improve your home–school communications. Bonus: Additional
parent letters on a variety of topics are available on our website, www.routledge.com/ 9781138998698, to
help you keep parents connected throughout the year.
The Gardener and the Carpenter
Jun 05 2020 Selected as a Book of the Year by the Financial Times ‘The
Gardener and the Carpenter should be required reading for anyone who is, or is thinking of becoming a
parent’ Financial Times Caring deeply about our children is part of what makes us human. Yet the thing
we call ‘parenting’ is a surprisingly new invention. In the past thirty years, the concept of parenting and
the huge industry surrounding it have transformed childcare into obsessive, controlling, and goalorientated labour intended to create a particular kind of child, and therefore a particular kind of adult.
Drawing on the study of human evolution and her own cutting-edge scientific research into how children
learn, Gopnik shows that although caring for children is profoundly important, it is not a matter of
shaping them to turn out a particular way. Children are designed to be messy and unpredictable, playful
and imaginative, and to be very different both from their parents and from each other. The variability and
flexibility of childhood lets them innovate, create, and survive in an unpredictable world. ‘Parenting’
won't make children learn – but caring parents let children learn by creating a secure, loving environment.
In The Gardener and the Carpenter, the pioneering developmental psychologist and philosopher Alison
Gopnik argues that the familiar twenty-first-century picture of parenting is profoundly wrong – it's not just
based on bad science, it's bad for children and their parents too.
Growing up with Parents who have Learning Difficulties
Sep 20 2021 Growing up with Parents who have
Learning Difficulties uses a life-story approach to present new evidence about how children from such
families manage the transition to adulthood, and about the longer-term outcomes of such an upbringing.
It offers a view of parental competence as a social attribute rather than an individual skill, assessing the
implications for institutional policies and practices. The authors address the notion of children having to
parent their disabled parents and argue for a shift in emphasis from protecting children to supporting
families. This innovative book provides a fresh approach to a subject rife with prejudice and challenges
us to think again about many taken-for-granted ideas about the process of parenting and the needs of
children. It also demonstrates the power of narrative research and its capacity for bringing alive people's
experience in a way that enables us to better understand their lives.
Working with Parents, Carers and Families in the Early Years
Mar 15 2021 Parents have a crucial role in
supporting children’s learning, development and well-being. The act of forming effective partnerships
with families and carers is a key feature of the Early Years Foundation Stage. Achieving this takes time,
reflective practice, skill and a solid understanding of the barriers that can impede forming effective
working relationships with parents. This guide offers an informed and comprehensive framework for
working with parents, drawing on the latest evidence and containing practical advice from practitioners
and parents, to support sound partnership practice. Full of examples and activities for training and
resources to support practice across a wide range of settings, it focuses on key areas such as: Working
with parents of different aged children The development of strategies to support the relationship The
barriers to partnership working, including cultural differences and working with hard to reach families
Setting up home and setting visits Creating parent-friendly environments Including case studies and
questions for reflective practice, this book will be ideal for Early Years students on Foundation Degrees,
Childhood Studies Courses and those training to become Early Years teachers as well as Early Years
practitioners and managers responsible for staff training.

Finding Your Way with Your Baby
May 17 2021 Finding Your Way with Your Baby explores the emotional
experience of the baby in the first year, and that of the mother, father and other significant adults. It does
so in a way that is deeply informed by psychoanalytic understandings, infant observation, developmental
science and decades of clinical experience. Combining the wisdom of many years' work with the
freshness of up-to-date knowledge, Dilys Daws and Alexandra de Rementeria engage with the most
difficult emotional experiences that are often glossed over in parenting books – such as pregnancy,
through birth into bonding, ambivalence about the baby, depression, and the emotional turmoil so often
brought to the surface by being a new parent. Acknowledgement and understanding about this darker
side of family life offers a sense of relief that can allow parents to harness the power of knowing, owning
and sharing feelings to transform situations and break negative cycles and old ways of relating. With reallife examples, references to current thinking and a calm and simple writing style they also provide new
insights into the more commonly covered issues such as weaning, sleeping and crying. Finding Your
Way with Your Baby is primarily aimed at parents but it will be a helpful resource for all those working
with parents and babies including health visitors, midwives, social workers, GPs, paediatricians and
childcare workers. It will appeal to parents and professionals who are interested in ideas from
psychoanalytic clinical practice and the latest research in developmental psychology and neuroscience.
Why Your Parents Are Driving You Up the Wall and What To Do About It
Jun 29 2022 'A wonderfully
useful book, told with wit and wisdom' - Adam Kay, best-selling author of THIS IS GOING TO HURT "Get
up or you'll miss the best part of the day!" "You treat this place like a hotel." "Can you just put that phone
down for one minute?!" After years of reliable performance, has something recently gone wrong with
your parents? Do you find yourself stressed out, arguing about the most ridiculous things? Is it like
you're processing the same world with entirely different brains? Do you and your parents want to fix
things? There are hundreds of books for them about how to deal with you. Now, for the first time, doctor
of brains and international bestselling author, Dean Burnett has written a book for YOU to understand just
what on earth is going on. Like, just WHY are your parents: - Obsessed with tidiness - Not letting you get
enough sleep - Just generally not getting anything that's important to you! But don't worry. These are
very normal parent malfunctions, and by understanding the science behind where they're coming from,
you'll know exactly how to troubleshoot conflict when it occurs (and even fix it before it does). You'll
never be able to remove arguments completely. But imagine what you'd be capable of if you weren't
wasting all that time and energy arguing about tidying your room.
Parents And Teachers
Apr 03 2020 This work examines the factors that shape and influence home-school
relations. At its heart is an analysis of parent-teacher relationships in an inner city borough, drawn from
case studies of five primary schools and a parents' centre. Interviews with parents are revealing windows
into parents' views on a range of issues, including curriculum, discipline and parents' relationships with
their children's teachers.; The author also considers teachers' perspectives on these matters, and
explores the influence of social class, ethnicity and gender on parent-teacher interactions. While
presenting these issues within a consideration of broader themes such as citizenship, community, power
and participation, the book discusses the reasons why initiatives designed to improve home- school
relations appear to result in such limited change.
Adoption Reunions
Oct 29 2019 In this practical book, Michelle McColm takes the adoptee and birth
parent carefully through the process of adoption reunion; drawing on extensive interviews and the
experience of her own reunion.
Depression in Parents, Parenting, and Children
Nov 22 2021 Depression is a widespread condition
affecting approximately 7.5 million parents in the U.S. each year and may be putting at least 15 million
children at risk for adverse health outcomes. Based on evidentiary studies, major depression in either
parent can interfere with parenting quality and increase the risk of children developing mental, behavioral
and social problems. Depression in Parents, Parenting, and Children highlights disparities in the
prevalence, identification, treatment, and prevention of parental depression among different
sociodemographic populations. It also outlines strategies for effective intervention and identifies the
need for a more interdisciplinary approach that takes biological, psychological, behavioral, interpersonal,
and social contexts into consideration. A major challenge to the effective management of parental
depression is developing a treatment and prevention strategy that can be introduced within a twogeneration framework, conducive for parents and their children. Thus far, both the federal and state
response to the problem has been fragmented, poorly funded, and lacking proper oversight. This study
examines options for widespread implementation of best practices as well as strategies that can be

effective in diverse service settings for diverse populations of children and their families. The delivery of
adequate screening and successful detection and treatment of a depressive illness and prevention of its
effects on parenting and the health of children is a formidable challenge to modern health care systems.
This study offers seven solid recommendations designed to increase awareness about and remove
barriers to care for both the depressed adult and prevention of effects in the child. The report will be of
particular interest to federal health officers, mental and behavioral health providers in diverse parts of
health care delivery systems, health policy staff, state legislators, and the general public.
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